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What is Accountability?

Property of a system to help identify causes of events, and possibly 

assign blame.

Includes specifically monitoring (+integrity problems) and causality 

analyses.

Related: model-based diagnosis, runtime verification, forensics; but also 

fault localization, etc. Notions of causality.
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Why Accountability?

Physics hard to overcome

Even for software, (design) contracts (alone) don’t work - and cannot work (alone)

System boundaries of “open” (software) systems hard if not impossible to define:

Contracts define software interfaces at one (!) useful level of abstraction 

Many known recurring integration faults

Hence: a priori avoidance of problems by design increasingly hard if not 

impossible

Side remark: Maybe contracts should be negative specifications; defect-based QA 
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Accountability for CPS

Capture elements common to all CPS.

Find interfaces/operations necessary for accountability mechanism.

Define “accountability” on top of them.

There are different definitions in the sciences 

Provide blueprints to compare actual systems to.

NB: CPS in the European sense, as a sociotechnical system
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Uber example

Root cause hypotheses over time:

1. „Couldn‘t have been detected“

2. Safety backup driver didn‘t pay attention

3. Too few LIDAR sensors

4. Crash protection was disabled to avoid false positives

5. Threshold for object detection too low: flying plastic bag

6. …

1. Accountable: safety backup, sensors, software, Volvo, 

Uber? [don’t expect too much! can only answer partially by now! plus, will concentrate on 

technical system parts!]
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Things (may) go wrong: Analysis tasks

At design time: 

Fault tree analysis, attack tree analyses, FMEAs, ...

At runtime: 

Runtime verification, complex event/stream processing

Post mortem: 

Accountability

Will focus on post-mortem analysis: understanding the why, 

not mitigating the what at runtime or design time. 

Underlying models can be re-used though.
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Is accountability new in computer science?

Certainly not: security, safety, forensics, ...

What I am interested in:

Building accountable (cyber-physical) systems

Methodology of deriving and maintaining causal models

Efficient implementation of causality

How I got into this:

Detective distributed data usage control & data provenance

Software testing and fault localization

Insider attacks
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Approach

Causal Modeling: is the art of 

abstracting the causal factors and their 

relations.

Causal Reasoning: is the process of 

inferring actual causality using a model

and a context

Context Setting: is the step of setting 

the actual values of the variables in a 

model
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Not uncontroversial:

There must be causal models to explain “causality”.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1801.04016 11



Causal Models: Example Fault Trees

Top-down approach to quality assurance: 

decompose problematic events into their causes

Nodes are events; edges denote „and“ and „or“ relationships. Hence 

propositional formulas.

Perform analysis how top-level event can happen (possibly minimal „cut sets“)

Used a-priori to identify mechanisms that prevent specific events or react 

accordingly

Can also be used a-posteriori
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Realistically, need 4 PhDs: 

mechanical, electrical, aerospace, software engineering

Hence create models?
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Where do the fault trees come from?



Example: Accountability for drones

● Semi-automated diagnosis framework to diagnose the root cause of 

the (mis)behavior of drones

● Logging and reasoning are two main parts of the proposed framework

● We do the reasoning by having a model of the failure of the system 

e.g., Fault Trees and a causality algorithm e.g., Halpern and Pearl’s.

● Fault tree templates created systematically; 

then analysis and rule definition or machine learning on logs
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(mis)Behavior of drone

● Violation of non-functional requirements: 

○ Collision with objects

● Violation of functional requirements: 

○ Deviation from desired destination

○ Dropping an object in a wrong location

○ Inability to maintain a communication network over an area 

affected by earthquake

Most of the drone’s misbehavior is manifested as wrong motion in 3D 

space.
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Data generated by drones

Flight logs consist of information generated by sensors, actuators and other 

components of the drone. These information are collections of observations 

generated sequentially through time (time series).
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Modeling behavior and misbehavior of drone

1. Four variable model [Parnas, Madey 1995]

2. Extracting causal chains of misbehaviors

3. Building Fault trees

18
Zibaei, E., Banescu, S., Pretschner, A.: Diagnosis of Safety Incidents for Cyber-Physical Systems: A 
UAV Example. 3rd International Conference on System Reliability and Safety, IEEE, 2018



4 variable model for drones
Environment physics

External object 

e.g. tree

External object 

e.g. wind
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Modeling behavior and misbehavior of drone

1. Four variable model

2. Extracting causal chains of misbehaviors

3. Building Fault trees
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Modeling behavior and misbehavior of drone

1. Four variable model

2. Extracting causal chains of misbehaviors

3. Building Fault trees
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Causality analysis: deriving fault trees from four variable model
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First formula means that if the output of a physical 

process is abnormal then either the physical process 

itself or its input is abnormal



Knowledge based approach

Input: instances of each component

Output: fault tree

Issues: coupling of subcomponents (later)
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Causality analysis: walking through the fault tree
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Causality analysis: walking through the fault tree
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Causality analysis: walking through the fault tree
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Causality analysis: walking through the fault tree
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Nice. And the point?

Fault tree templates can be generated

A-priori fault tree analysis often is done anyway - re-use these models!

Note that we used a model for type causality to infer actual causality (!)

Note that we didn’t connect different components yet.
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Data-driven Approach

● Painful!

● Format problems

● Different names in different versions

● Writing failure due to weak processing power

● Logging setting
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Data-driven Approach

● Samples

● Variables

30

Flight log # Var 1 Var 2 ... Var n

1

...

~2500



Data-driven Approach (continued)
● Assumption: Causality = functional connectivity, y = f(x)
● The function can be logical or algebraic or differential

● Spurious correlation → “Relevant” correlation → type causality → actual causality

● Continuous analysis vs. discrete analysis: (Component, Action)

● Observational data vs. experimental data

● Type Causality : from correlation   --- from regression   --- from classification
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Flight log # Var 1 Var 2 ... Var n
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...

~2500



Correlation Analysis
1. Pearson, Karl [1909] proposes the correlation coefficient

2. Reichenbach [1956] proposes principle of the common cause:

“If events X and Y are correlated, then either X caused Y, Y caused X, or X and Y are joint effects of 

a common cause (one that renders X and Y conditionally probabilistically independent).”

3. Counterexample:

Sober [1994] shows that bread prices in britain and sea level in venice are correlated!

4. PC Algorithm [2000]: causal graph discovery based on conditional independence

5. Counterexample rejected!

Hoover, Kevin D. [2003]: It was because of non-stationary example!
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Causal graph from Correlation

● Reference: Pearson, Karl. "Determination of the coefficient of correlation." Science 30.757 (1909): 23-25.

● “Relevant” correlation analysis

● What to do with categorical variables?

● What about PC algorithm?
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Causal graph from Autoregression

● Granger: Type causality using Autoregression
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● Exogenous var: X , Endogenous var = Y

● model: Y = a*X + e        

● Multiple regression: Y = a1*X1 + a2*X2 + … + e

● Vector regression: 

● Exogenous var: Y(t-1) , Endogenous var = Y(t)

● model: Y(t) = a*Y(t-1) + e        

● Multiple autoregression:

Y(t) = a1*Y(t-1) + a2*X(t-1) + … + e

● Vector Autoregression (VAR): 



A constantly improving system...
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What traditional fault trees and cut set analysis cannot do …

Analyse for absence of event or arbitrary combinations of 

events; identify just one cause

Counterfactual reasoning

[Encode temporal relationships (Reif et al.)]

[Encode preemptions (inhibitor nodes)]
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 Describe potential security threats and the steps necessary to successfully 

perform

 Hierarchical tree representation

 Root node contains the ultimate goal of an attack tree (e.g., violate the NFZ)

 Sub-nodes describe activities that are necessary to accomplish the respective 

parent activity/goal (e.g., spoof GPS).

Attack Trees
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Causal Models: Example Attack-Defense Trees

Very similar to fault trees: top level event denotes 

compromise of CIA of some asset. Nodes are steps in attack

Formalization by Mauw (2005): not exactly a propositional 

formula

Can be used for assigning responsibility for insider attacks
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 Build on work in computer networks

 Hosts  Containers

 Physical host link  dependencies between containers

 Containers are not completely isolated

 No model checking,  No graph goal

 Four level of privileges – combination of access level (User, Admin) and 

access mode (container, host)

 Pre-conditions/Post-conditions from manually selected rules systems 

Aksu et al. 

Idea: Automatic Generation of Attack Graphs

39

Amjad Ibrahim, Stevica Bozhinoski, Alexander Pretschner:

Attack graph generation for microservice architecture. SAC 2019: 1235-1242



System Overview
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 DAG to model the failure propagation routes 

for typical systems:

 Nodes represent either failure modes or 

discrepancies.

 Edges represent the cause-effect relations

 Fault identification and mitigation

 Focus on functional failures of the system's 

hardware and software components.

Timed Failure Propagation Graphs
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 Create a holistic causal model that incorporates different models focusing on 

different aspects, and possibly created by different teams.

 Already existing cause-effect models (30 + models in threat modeling)

 Used for risk assessment and mitigation during system design or run-time

 Represent binary events, allow for logical combination

 Acyclic

 Can be automated 

Combining Causal Models?
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Amjad Ibrahim, Severin Kacianka, Alexander Pretschner, Charles Hartsell, Gabor Karsai:

Practical Causal Models for Cyber-Physical Systems. NASA Formal Methods 2019: 211-227



Overview of The Process

 Domain 
knowledge 

TFPG

Attack 
Tree

Fault 
Tree

Source to Causal 
Model 

Transformation

Domain 
knowledge 

TFPG Attack Tree 

Fault Tree 
Causal 
Model

Causal Model 
Combination

Combined 
Causal 
Model

Model 
Refinement  

Holistic 
Causal 
Model
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 Models are useful but have limits of their domains

 Use prior work by  Alrajeh et al. (2018) and Friedberg and Halpern (2018) for 

combining causal models.

 Intuition: If two models are compatible we can combine them

 However: In many cases, we still need human input

Combination
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Domain Knowledge 

Attack Tree

TFPG

Fault Tree

Example
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Example
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Extension

Models of human behavior
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Remember

There must be causal models to explain “causality”.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1801.04016 49
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